Infinity canine 310 Court Sq. Sanford NC 27330 ● 919-292-6376 ● infinityk9@gmail.com

SHIPPING TANK RENTAL & PAYMENT
This must be read, and filled out entirely prior to shipping semen
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
- The shipping tank must be returned within 5 business days of receipt to prevent overdue rental fees.
Overdue fee is $10.00 per day for every day over 5 business days until the tank is returned. If the tank is
not returned in 30 days or returns damaged, I understand my card will be charged $1,200.00 to replace the
shipping tank.
- If semen is to be shipped back to Infinity Canine, it is the responsibility of the sender to ensure that the
tank has proper levels of liquid nitrogen prior to shipping the tank back to Infinity Canine in North Carolina.
Please note, you may be charged by the sending facility for additional liquid nitrogen. You will be charged
by Infinity canine for processing fees associated with semen coming in. It is your responsibility to inform
Infinity Canine, if semen will be sent back in the shipper tank. Any semen returned, WILL revert to original
owner, unless original owner of record provides Infinity Canine with written instructions to state otherwise.
- Client is responsible for any damage to the tank
- Fees and arrangements associated with the shipping to and from Infinity Canine, LLC are the
responsibility of person requesting the semen
- I authorize Infinity Canine to charge my credit card for all overdue and mishandling fees should they
occur.
Client Initials: _________________
LIMITATIONS ON OUR LIABILITY
Upon the transfer or release of semen, Infinity Canine, it's veterinarians, employees, agents of, or owners
will not be liable for any of following:
- Any damage, whether direct, incidental, special or consequential to the specimen
-For loss, or delay caused by events Infinity Canine cannot control, including but not limited to weather
conditions, natural disasters, war, fire, theft, acts of vandalism, governmental interference or regulation, or
any other cause not within the direct or immediate control of Infinity Canine.
- Any failure of any outside agent or courier to deliver specimens in a timely manner.

- Any failure of any outside agent or courier to deliver the dry shipper in good condition at the receiving
facility.
- Improper supervision, maintenance, storage, handling and thawing of specimens at the new (receiving)
site is not the responsibility of Infinity Canine.
- Any failure of semen to induce pregnancy.
Client Initials: _________________

NO WARRANTY
The client acknowledges that neither Infinity Canine, LLC or its owners, members, employees, consultants, or agents
has made any other representations or warranties to the client of any kind or nature, including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing; Any representations or warranties with respect to 1) the viability or motility of the client's
frozen semen once out of control of Infinity Canine, LLC. 2) the possibility of the successful use of the frozen semen
at any time. The client further acknowledges that he understands that the viability, mobility and capacity to fertilize of
the frozen sperm cells varies from specimen to specimen and may deteriorate with time in storage/age of the
specimen and no guarantee of any kind can be made with respect to the possibility of the successful use of frozen
semen for the purpose of artificial insemination.
PAYMENT
I do authorize infinity Canine, LLC or its associates to charge my credit card for the processing and shipping of frozen
semen. Charges are for semen preparation, 5 business days of tank rental and shipping fees incurred by FedEx.
There may be additional fees if a STAT fee was applied. Stat fee of 150.00 if less than 3 business days' notice for
shipping. I agree to pay $10.00 per day for every day the tank is not returned to Infinity Canine after the initial 5
business days. In addition, if the tank is not returned within 30 days or if it is returned damaged, my credit card will
be charged a fee of $1,200.00 to replace the shipper tank. (international shipments may be higher in value). I also
release Infinity Canine, LLC of delay or damage to the shipment that is beyond their control once the package has
been released to and picked up by Federal Express. No refunds will be issued from Infinity Canine for shipping or
processing fees due to problems incurred by Federal Express or the receiving center, including mishandling of frozen
semen. I also authorize Infinity canine, LLC or an associate to put my credit card number on shipping airbill to pay
the charges of shipping the tank to its destination and back to Infinity Canine, LLC if needed.
Client Initials___________________
Card holders Name___________________________________ Telephone Number_________________________
Email_______________________________________________
Choose one: □ Visa

□ Mastercard □ Disc □ Amex □ Pay online (secure) □ Call in Payment

CC#______________________________________________________________ Exp Date:________________ CVV:__________________

Address on CC Bill ________________________________________________________ ZIP__________________
I have read and understand the tank rental policy and charges outlined about and authorize the use of payment.
Signature_________________________________

Date______________________________

